Tasverii™
SOFTWARE FOR RAIL-INSIGHT EDITION

WEB-BASED MONITORING & ANALY TICS SOFT WARE
HIGHLIGHTS

Increase productivity, safety and profitability with Tasverii™ monitoring and analytics
software. Using a combination of reporting, alerts, and tracking features, Tasverii
enables you to monitor trends in yard operations, oversee asset health, and take
proactive measures to keep your assets and personnel safe and productive.
From maintenance departments and yard managers to executives and operation
owners, Tasverii provides virtual information when and where you need it.
Tasverii with built-in technical support and alerting services contacts your team to
with early notification of equipment issues and provides complete troubleshooting and
technical support via a 24/7 helpdesk.

FEATURES

ACCESSIBILITY
Monitor data and alerts sent over the secured website, which can provide up-to-date
detailed reports on operational usage. Directly connect to locomotives and view live
output from the virtual dashboard.
PRODUCTIVITY
Analyze equipment usage and misuse before damage occurs with operation reports.
Analyze operations metrics over time to identify areas needing improvement.
SAFETY
Monitor operator behavior and equipment settings and send alerts to on-site
supervisors for quick, technical support to ensure safe operations.
ASSET UPTIME
Effectively manage maintenance strategies and maximize performance with minimal
operating risk while keeping your assets running at maximum capacity. Alerts are sent
when problems are identified.

CONNECT. CONTROL. PROTECT.
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SPECIFICATION

Reporting

Reports are designed to provide information to all groups in charge of
ensuring yard operations run smoothly including maintenance, transportation,
and engineering groups. Reports include information on operator productivity,
wheel slip, speed violations, communications health, Operator Control Unit
(OCU) metrics, and emergency brake incidents.

User Customization

Tasverii utilizes user roles to provide access to yards and reports based on
the customizable permissions. This flexibility creates a dynamic and efficient
user experience by only providing visibility into the tools each user needs.

Alerts

Event-based alerts are sent to users directly and tracked on the
web application.

Locomotive Tracking

Tasverii is integrated with Google Maps and has interactive map functionality
for a variety of different reports. Locomotive location, operating status and
detailed metrics are all visible in the locomotive tracker.

Yard Overview Home Page

One click is all it takes for yard managers to get an instant snapshot of conditions in the yard. Upon logging into Tasverii™ software, users are taken to
the home page where they are presented with reports and maps showing
the most relevant information in one place.
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